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PRESIDENT’S MESSAGE
Congratulations BCFA members for participating in WAFAC's first floral design show and AGM in
Cloverdale, April 29! The creative designs that were entered in all divisions were imaginative, colourful, and
well rewarded! During the AGM, held while the judging was proceeding, I enjoyed hearing reports from all
participating clubs in BC and the various activities they have experienced and are planning to promote learning
and interest in floral arts. I wonder how that biker enjoyed the lonely bouquet he took with him? Hoping for
sunshine to brighten our days and many more challenges ahead in our garden and floral designs.
Susan S.

Best in Show WAFAC April 29/17

_________________
PROGRAMME for JUNE 12, 2017:
WORKSHOP – Wedding Designs. We will start with a demonstration by Ann Peters using the
“mechanics” (bouquet holders, pew markers etc.) which were donated by Amsterdam Nursery (Pitt Meadows).
She will also go over corsages and boutonnieres. Then, the workshop will begin. There are enough of the
“mechanics” for you all to have a try. Please bring your own flowers! Also, perhaps some spray roses and
small leaves (lemon leaf, boxwood, etc). We hope to send/donate our designs to a Seniors’ Home for display
(delivery by Joy and Rhonda Malyuk). With Father’s Day just around the corner, I think the boutonnieres will
be much appreciated or you may take your design home to gift or for display.
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Then, discussion groups will review and chat about the Elements of Form and Space and the Principle of
Balance. Please refer to pp. 25 – 41 of NAFAS “Elements and Principles of Design”.

http://www.marthastewartweddings.com

and

https://www.pinterest.com/explore/wedding-corsages

PROGRAMME for JULY 10, 2017
SHOWBENCH – Celebrate Canada theme.
Class 1. Celebrating our Diverse Cultures. A design (of your choice) using some native plants. You may
use some accessories, but flower and plant material most predominate.
Class 2. Celebrating our National Parks. Landscape design (interpretive style)
Class 3. Celebrating our Agricultural History, Landscape design (interpretive style).
Members have a choice of one class, two classes or all of them. Accessories are allowed but try to keep them in
scale with your design and limit the number.
Note: See the Flower Arranging Expert, Dr. D.G. Hessayon page 33 for definition of Landscape Design. It is
an interpretive style to create a tiny piece of a specific environment such as a forest, farm field, beach or a
meadow. The plant material and accessories are to suggest the theme, not to duplicate it in miniature. Scale is
important … make sure your flowers, foliage and accessories fit the surroundings.

Canada themed design from WAFAC show April 29/17
.

PROGRAMME for AUGUST 14, 2017
SHOWBENCH -- Period Designs: Dutch/Flemish, Italian and Victorian. Traditional or with a
more modern twist on the theme. Rhonda, Janice and Gerri have provided some research/background
material on the next pages. As this is a big project (planning, staging), members may wish to work in pairs (to
provide all the flowers needed; one person for accessories and back drops and the other person the floral
design.) This show bench will be critiqued by Dorothy.
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VICTORIAN FLORAL DESIGN
The History
During the reign of Queen Victoria, a period of opulent floral arrangements designed by wealthy women using fresh flowers from
their gardens’ became a high society rage. Flowers were popular gifts and also became a method of communication. Due to the very
strict moral values of the era, flowers were a means of conveying romantic messages as specific flowers and colours became
associated with emotions. Flower dictionaries, such as Flora Symbolica, were published to help decipher the secret meanings of the
flowers and the etiquette of giving the correct flowers for the intended message. Many flowers today still have specific Victorian
meanings attached to them. (Red roses: true love, red tulips: a declaration of love, baby’s breath: innocence and purity, myrtle: hope &
love). Even the royal bouquet for Kate was designed with flowers that had specific meanings (and included Sweet William).
Interestingly, it was also a time of the establishment of the first simple rules for arranging flowers even though many designs appear to
be so crowded!
The Floral Designs: 1. Nosegay & Tussie –Mussie:
Some Victorian floral arrangements such as the nosegay, a small bundle of fragrant flowers or herbs tied or wrapped in lace doilies,
may have developed much earlier for the specific purpose of covering the unpleasant fragrances from the lack of sanitation and
bathing! Thus, they were held close to the nose! During the Victorian era, the nosegay was transformed into a more formal bouquet,
the tussie mussie. This was a small rounded cluster of flowers which were bound and placed in a small silver conical shaped vase.
Today, Victorian style weddings use a version of the tussie mussie as a bride’s or bridesmaids’ bouquet. It is made by placing a
soaked round foam ball securely in the silver carrier then adding greenery and flowers.

2. Larger Floral Designs:
Style: Lavish, tightly massed arrangements of seasonal flowers often described as opulent. The design was usually oval, rounded or
triangular in shape. Flowers were 1 ½x the height of the container. Towards the end of the Victorian era, the style became more
relaxed with fewer flowers and more space.
Flowers: Roses were essential (when in season), tulips, carnations, daisies, asters, lilies, peonies, stephanotis, pansies, bleeding hearts,
freesia, dahlias, orange blossoms and baby’s breath were commonly used. Early Victorian designs had more subdued “royal colours”
(red, purple and royal blue with gold) but later designs became brighter with stronger colour contrasts and hues and often paired with
silver. Monochromatic and analogous tones were occasionally seen.
Foliage: Use to soften the mass effect of flowers, ferns and ivy were used to add textural contrast. Vegetables or fruits may also be
included.
Containers: Almost as important as the flowers. Flared vases & urns or bowls (often of alabaster, silver or pewter or cut glass) &
baskets.
Accessories: Books, sheet music, lace fans, porcelain figures, pillows

Other Designs:
Epergnes: Centre pieces with multiple levels of flowers or as taller versions which involved stands with designs on the top and
bottom of the structure. See Elements & Principles of Design p. 58
Some websites and also google images of Victorian floral designs.
www.flowershopnetwork.com/blog/5-components-victorian-floral-design http://www.victorian-era.org/victorian-era-flowerarrangements.html http://www.proflowers.com/blog/floriography-language-flowers-victorian-era
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DUTCH FLEMISH DESIGN
The History
1600-1750 AD. Dutch Flemish flower designs are inspired by artists of this period who depicted a wide variety of flowers that were
gathered by British and Dutch merchants during their travels. However, paintings were done from models or done over time as these
paintings disregarded seasonal availability and compatibility. Change in economic conditions means the middle class has access to
flowers and to incorporate them in everyday life.
The Floral Design
Arrangements in the beginning of the baroque period were symmetrical oval shapes and then transitioned into softer asymmetrical
triangle shapes. The baroque arrangements in the Dutch-Flemish style were more compact, proportioned and almost always created in
an oval shape. Their major characteristic was the wide variety of different, mismatched flowers within the bouquet. DF designs are
regarded for the excellent use of depth and many different shapes, colors and textures. The arrangements showcase upright flowers
combined with drooping flowers and foliage that gently cascade out and down. Designs are generally considered formal because of
their mass and elaborate composition although in a smaller arrangement considered informal. Prominent flowers are placed where
they would receive most attention (tops and sides of the design) and may face all directions because painters wanted to show flowers’
beautiful profiles. Arrangements are taller than the height of the container. DF design is first to combine mass and line (to make linemass designs). Note DF artists’ depictions of flowers showed imperfections because no perfections were found in nature. Leaves and
flowers often featured bug holes, spots, and even the bugs themselves. Unless one is trying to specifically recreate a floral
arrangement as seen in a painting, now for floral shows one would use show quality flowers.
Flowers, foliage, accessories and containers
Flamboyant, full and unique arrangements contained many kinds of flowers such as iris, marigold, lily, peony, canna, narcissus,
hollyhock, tulips, viburnum, fritillaria, roses, carnations, sunflowers, poppies, lupines, lilacs, larkspur, hyacinth, foxgloves, hellebore,
cyclamen and nerine. Foliage plays a smaller role but soft, “weeping” grasses and other foliage (leaves of the flowers, coleus, olive
stems and leaves, and large leaves belonging to hosta, castor bean and canna plants) are seen. Bulb flowers are mandatory in a DF
arrangement. Tropical flowers, wild flowers, fruit and accessories are also encouraged. Examples of popularly used accessories are
birds’ nests, insects, reptiles, shells, jewelry, nuts, berries, Delftware, rich fabrics. Colours typically feature warm hues such as
yellow, orange and red. White, pale pink, and other pastels are also seen but less often. These are added to create contrast where
needed. DF designs often feature touches of blue, especially pure Dutch Delft blue. Urns and containers with the same shape or
appearance are commonly used as well as tall vases and low baskets.
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/History_of_flower_arrangement
http://www.theflowerexpert.com/content/miscellaneous/flowersandhistory/history-of-floral-design
http://blog.flowersacrossmelbourne.com.au/flowers/the-comprehensive-hisory-of-flower-arranging
http://www.flowershopnetwork.com/blog/5-components-flemish-floral-design
http://www.ehow.com/info_8404_baroque-floral-arrangements.htm
Dutch Flemish Masters painters inspire:
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ITALIAN RENAISSANCE DESIGN
The History
The Renaissance period saw non-religious art and art form becoming more important. 1400-1600 AD
The Floral Design
This design period created mass displays with no centre of interest and no grouping of colours or plant materials. Quantities of garden
flowers were used for texture, colour and form. Small flowers of bright colours were preferred and the floral design featured
contrasting colours based on triadic harmonies. The design shapes were arc, ellipse and triangle. The floral design was usually the
height of the container, or no more than two times the container height.
Flowers and Foliage
They often combined dried and fresh materials as well as fruits and vegetables. The colours of flowers used were bright, often mixing
primary colours with secondary: red, blue, yellow, orange, violet and green. Plant material used: anemone, apple, bell flowers,
carnation, cucumber, daisy, iris, fig, gentian, grape, lily, honeysuckle, jasmine, laurel, marigold, melon, monkshood, narcissus, olive,
pansy, pinks, pomegranate, poppy, rose, violet, and wheat. Tulips, peonies and amaranthus are not seen in Renaissance arrangements.
Containers
Containers were classic in shape and made of pottery, metal or glass. Pedestal vases, low bowls, picking baskets and salvers were
commonly used. Info. From GVC Handbook, 2011, p. 4 and www.gcvirginia.org

UPCOMING EVENTS –
1. Heads up for the coming months: September 11/17- Ikebana demo Daphne. Workshop after the demo.
We will let you know what supplies and plant material to bring closer to the date. Also, a Group
Discussion to look at the Principles of Contrast, Dominance and Scale.
October 16/17 – TBA November 13/17 - our Christmas potluck luncheon. In groups to decorate the
table … theme “Contemporary Christmas – Think outside the Box”. Make and wear a wrist corsage.
More details in upcoming newsletters.
2.

Fraser Pacific Rose Society Rose Show. Dogwood Pavilion, Coquitlam. June 10-11, 2017.

3.

Demonstration by Marie Francoise Deprez of France
Demonstration will be on the afternoon of Wednesday, October 4th and workshops on Thursday,
October 5th. All events will be held at the St. Nicholas Roman Catholic Church, 20675 - 87th Ave.,
North Langley (The Walnut Grove area). Check her out: http://www.jeuxdefleurs.org/JDF/profile_EN.htm
I’m not sure how many tickets are left. Please contact Ann Peters of our club.
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THYMELY TIPS:
From Winter 2016 The Flower Arranger, pp. 60-61
•
•
•
•

Take a piece of wood 5 x 2.5 cm and as long as you wish. Attach clean tuna tins, or tins of a
similar size, and tape a small piece of foam in each one. Arrange plant material to create three or
four smaller arrangements or one long one. These are good to use on church pillars etc.
Screw up newspaper into any size ball, wind decorative wool or wire around the ball and insert a
skewer so it can be added to your arrangement.
Cylindrical nut containers from the supermarkets provide an ideal surface for decoration, perhaps
with cinnamon sticks, fabric or wood adhered to double-sided tape.
If you scrunch up cellophane and place it in a glass vase then add water, it will look like ice.
Arrange your flowers in a container placed on the top of the vase.

Of interest about the Gerbera from FLORA International, March/April 2017, pp. 12-13, by C. Scerri
Gerbera and mini Gerbera are a genus of plants in the Asteraceae (daisy family) and are named in
honour of German botanist and medical doctor Traugott Gerber (1710-1743), a friend of Swedish natural
scientist Carl von Linne. They are often referred to as the South African daisy in homage to their country
of origin.
Gerbera are available in every colour except blue and come in four forms; single, double, crested
double and full crested double. Their centres are either black or greeny cream and they have neither scent
nor foliage.
They are ranked as one of the top ten bestselling flowers in the world and, having such a long vase
life, are the fifth most used cut flower.
Water is essential; before arranging them, cut at least 2.5 cm off the stem at an angle, wrap the
stems in newspaper and place in tepid water with flower food (a drop of household bleach will prevent any
bacterial problem). As they have a furry stem, do ensure they do not sit too deep in water though.
You can also buy pot plants to plant out in your garden, or you could even try growing them from
seed. For best results choose a compact variety as the flower stems will be sturdier.

______________________________________________________________________________________

next BULLETIN DEADLINE: August 14 , 2017
Send items or ideas for the September – November Newsletter to Gerri Willms at prwillms@telus.net
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